
 

 

Legs or Middle 

This behaviour is great for teaching your puppy to come close to you and can be really useful 

for recall. It prevents you having to reach out and grab your puppy’s collar. Your dog will enjoy 

learning this fun behaviour. 

I have found the easiest way to teach this behaviour is by luring your puppy. This behaviour has 

2 elements to it which should be combined to get the end behaviour so it is important that we 

break this down rather than trying to teach the complete behaviour in one go. You will get a 

much more consistent behaviour. 

 

1. Start with a treat in each hand. You can decide if you want your puppy to come from 

the front to the right send then middle or left side then middle. It doesn’t matter and 

once you have taught one direction there is no harm in teaching the other direction. 

 

2. Place the treat near your puppy’s nose and lure them from the front around your leg 

and behind you with the hand nearest their head. With the other hand place this 

between your legs and as this hand is near to  your puppy’s nose remove the other hand 

out of the way and with the hand that is between your leg draw your puppy forwards 

and throw the treat on the floor just in front of you. 

 

3. With a little bit of practice this behaviour will start to flow really well and your puppy will 

start to run around behind you and come between your legs without you luring them. 

 

4. When they start to offer this behaviour independently you can start to introduce sit. Your 

puppy should sit between your legs and face forwards. 

 

5. When they are understanding the sit is part of the behaviour you can then cue the 

behaviour Legs or middle. 

 

We use this behaviour in agility. It is helpful to position your dog in front of the equipment as you 

are setting them up to start. 

To progress the behaviour on for agility you will need to teach your puppy to hold their sit 

position after offering legs. 

To help them with this, don’t click when they complete legs. Add in their wait or stay cue and 

move away from your puppy reinforcing the wait behaviour. Increase your distractions which 

will help your puppy to stay still as you walk away from them so you will be able to get a head 

start for when you are doing your agility training. The further you can get from your dog in the 

start the less running you will need to do! 


